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                 Dizy Corne Bautray Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut 2008 

 

This is a phenomenal Champagne of such purity. It delivers immense power with such refinement. 

There’s a very precise feel with a super fine, sliced-brioche nose and white-peach, fine-lemon 

and chalky-mineral notes. So fresh. There’s such intensity, focus and delicacy to the palate. So 

focused and so detailed with seamless, fluid, ripe-chardonnay flavor and layers of savory baked 

biscuits, building on the finish. Wonderfully complete structure and texture. The power here is 

considerable and the acidity drive is simply wild. Wow!                                           

                                             100 points–jamessuckling.com, August 27, 2019 

 

The 2008 Extra-Brut Corne Bautray, 100% Chardonnay, is a wine of real class and sophistication. 

Lemon confit, white pepper, chalk and floral notes all open up in the glass, but more than anything 

else, the Corne Bautray is a wine of total harmony. The finesse of the mousse alone is truly 

remarkable. Beautifully textured and vinous, with terrific freshness, the 2008 is a regal, 

impeccably balanced Champagne with tons of pure personality. 

                                         95 points–Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media, July 2019 

The bouquet is beautiful, offering up a refined and quite complex constellation of pear, almond, 

a touch of buttery oak, detailed soil tones, dried flowers, hints of citrus zest and a gently smoky 

topnote. On the palate the wine is still a bit youthfully brisk, with a full-bodied and nicely soil-

driven personality, a rock solid core, refined mousse and excellent length and grip on the complex 

and nicely structured finish.                               

                                 94 points–John Gilman, A View from the Cellar, May-June 2019 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           Avize Champ Caïn Blanc de Blancs Extra Brut 2008 

 

There’s complexity here that delivers a wealth of grilled-almond and background chalky notes 

with a punchy, fleshy lemon and peach-kernel core. Bracing, mineral finish. I’d actually lay this 

down.  

                                        96 points–jamessuckling.com, August 27, 2019 

 

 

Textural richness and vibrancy melded together make the Champ Caïn absolutely compelling.  

                                    95 points–Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media, July 2019 

The wine is flat out brilliant on the nose, soaring from the glass in a very deep and complex blend 

of pear, apple, fresh-baked bread, complex, limestone minerality, a touch of nuttiness, incipient 

smokiness and a gentle bass note of buttery oak. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied, 

focused and rock solid at the core, with great mineral drive, impeccable focus and balance, 

elegant mousse and a very long, zesty and complex finish. This is stellar juice!                                

                           94+ points–John Gilman, A View from the Cellar, May-June 2019 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                           Aÿ Vauzelle Terme Blanc de Noirs Extra Brut 2008 

 

Super fine, fresh, lightly toasted bread, stone and chalk with lemon blossom and toasted 

almonds. The palate has such finesse and precision and delivers a super fine, lemon thread 

of flavor with fine-etched acidity, delivering length and detail. So elegant.  

                                    97 points–jamessuckling.com, August 27, 2019 

 

 

The 2008 Extra-Brut Aÿ Vauzelle Terme emerges from a tiny parcel measuring just 0.30 

hectares planted by Jean-Hervé Chiquet in 1980. Resonant and silky, with striking layers of 

nuance, the Vauzelle Terme captures a striking balance between power and translucency that is 

absolutely compelling. Soaring Pinot aromatics and saline overtones build into the expansive, 

captivating Pinot. 

                                96 points–Antonio Galloni, Vinous Media, July 2019 

The bouquet is outstanding, offering up a complex blend of white peach, apple, patissière, a hint 

of the walnut to come, a complex base of soil tones, warm biscuits and a nice touch of dried 

flowers in the upper register. On the palate the wine is deep, full-bodied, complex and beautifully 

balanced, with elegant mousse, fine focus and cut and a long, open and very refined finish. This 

has the shoulders of proper Aÿ pinot noir, but is quite mineral-driven and light on its feet at the 

same time. Very impressive juice!                            

                         94 points–John Gilman, A View from the Cellar, May-June 2019 

 

 

 

 
 

 


